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ANZ joins the Shift 20 Initiative increasing representation 

in Australian advertising and media 
 

ANZ is proud to be a foundation partner of the Shift 20 Initiative. Led by the Dylan Alcott 

Foundation, the Shift 20 Initiative is committed to increasing disability representation, 

inclusion and accessibility in Australian advertising and media.   

 

Almost 20 per cent of Australians live with a disability and yet they are represented in only 

one percent of advertising.  

 

The Shift 20 Initiative is a coalition of some of Australia’s largest brands and aims to 

transform disability representation by normalising disability on our screens.  

 

ANZ has a long-standing commitment to inclusivity with several programs, products and 

partnerships that aim to drive and embed accessibility and inclusion across all aspects of the 

organisation.  

 

ANZ General Manager of Marketing, Sian Chadwick said: “ANZ’s involvement in the Shift 20 

Initiative is a continuation of our commitment to diversity, accessibility, and inclusion. ANZ 

has been championing this space for a long time, including disability representation in our 

advertising briefings and casting. It’s important for us to be deliberate about making sure 

we are equally representing members of the Australian community.  

 

“We are excited to be involved in this initiative, and our hope is that we see appropriate and 

effective disability representation become second nature to advertisers.” 

 

ANZ Group Executive Technology and Executive Sponsor of Accessibility, Gerard Florian 

said: “As one of the largest brands in Australia, it’s our role to represent the communities in 

which we live. By considering the needs of everyone, innovations can emerge which offer 

more inclusive products and services to benefit the whole community.”  

 

In support of the campaign, ANZ alongside a number of Australian brands have transformed 

existing TVCs to include actors with both visible and invisible disabilities.  

 

ANZ re-shot the final scene of a recent TVC, replacing the original talent with an actor with a 

limb difference. Importantly, this commitment to visibility for people with disability in ANZ 

ads is not new. The original TVC featured an actor who is a bilateral above knee amputee, 

but this simple and powerful change increases the representation in a more deliberate way.  

 

ANZ’s advertising has and will continue to consider and ensure representation is inclusive 

across ability, ethnicity, and gender.  

 

For media enquiries contact: 

 

Amanda Schultz; +61 401 532 325 

Claudia Filer; +61 401 777 324 

 

ANZ’s commitment to accessibility: 

ANZ is committed to ensuring our workplace welcomes, supports and celebrates the unique 

contributions of all our people, and ensuring our products and services are inclusive and 



 

 

accessible to everyone. We understand that disability is relevant to every aspect of our 

business – customers, employees, markets, communities, suppliers and key stakeholders. 

 

We are committed to building a more accessible bank for our customers, employees, and 

the wider community. Our Accessibility and Inclusion Plan 2023 – 2025 includes 14 new 

commitments across four focus areas. Each commitment is intrinsically linked to our 

purpose to shape a world where people and communities thrive, creating opportunities for 

us to better serve our customers and build inclusive workplaces and thriving careers. 

 

About the Shift 20 Initiative: 

Shift 20 Initiative was created by Dylan Alcott Foundation, Special and some of Australia’s 

leading brands to increase representation, inclusion and accessibility for people living with 

disability in marketing and communications. The initiative demonstrates the importance of 

disability representation on-screen, by encouraging brands to commit to fair representation 

of people with disability, whilst providing the opportunity and opening doors for people with 

disability to see themselves on screen. 

https://www.anz.com.au/content/dam/anzcomau/documents/pdf/aboutus/esg/financial-wellbeing/anz-accessibility-and-inclusion-plan-2023-2025.pdf?mboxid=PC%2344dcf28d886b44f393ba8db50c633100.36_0%231736473502%7Csession%238a0b2d35d2cd419f805f63a3bfc662c6%231673230562&adobe_mc=MCMID%3D38013110801474031143485216866874437446%7CMCORGID%3D67A216D751E567B20A490D4C%2540AdobeOrg%7CTS%3D1673228702

